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CONNECT Whatcom! 
  

 

 

A Community Collaboration to provide equitable access to internet across Whatcom County. 
 

 

 

UPDATES 
August 20, 2020 

 

 
 

REFRESH ON FOCUS 
The focus of Connect Whatcom! is to provide equitable access to every resident of Whatcom 
County.  K-12 Students are prioritized due to our concern for underserved children to be 
falling farther and farther behind as our school districts start the 2020-21 academic year on-
line.    Our goal is a county-wide – including both tribes – solution, which will result in a 
patchwork set of solutions given our current state.   Where possible, we are working 
towards direct wire connection, as a more permanent solution.   Secondly, we are 
supporting fixed wireless, which may be fairly permanent in some areas, and may also help 
to serve the “last mile” when the rural broadband project is complete.   And thirdly, we can 
support personal hotspots (which do not provide the bandwidth nor stability, nor serve 
those with no cellular connections, but better than nothing).   
 
KEY STEPS  
All of the school districts have been busy gathering data from the families they serve, to 
understand where the signal is inadequate.  Simultaneously, Gina Stark is working with the 
ISPs to identify where they can provide service through existing cable, and checking on 
installation costs and the cost of service plans.  
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Hotspot Testing Deployment.  We are now deploying a hotspot test team.   Mount Baker 
Foundation is providing its project manager, Garrett Mullett, to coordinate teams of 4H 
students to take hotspots from AT&T, T-Mobile and Verizon to identified test locations in 
each school district and test the signal strength, including the ability to support a Zoom call.  
This project started this weekend in the Blaine School District, Nooksack Valley School 
District, and Mount Baker School District.    The goal is to help school districts identify which 
carriers provide the strongest signal strength to support distance learning.  
 

The test sites can be viewed at:   
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1GS9TD02LB-f5FNQIKn2eZKHJ_O9HA17m&usp=sharing 

 
 

 

Introduction to Garrett Mullett  
Garrett is a 2011 Graduate of Bellingham High School, and has a B.B.A. 
in International Business & Social Enterprise; a B.A. in Global 
Development Studies, and a B.A. in Development Economics, all from 
Seattle Pacific University, and has been working in the real estate 
appraisal field.  He is contracted by Mount Baker Foundation for 
project management services.  

 
 
FIXED WIRELESS POSSIBILITIES  
Working with a local provider of fixed wireless connection, Pogozone, the Connect 
Whatcom team is identifying a number of opportunities.   Pogozone is proposing an 
acceleration of connections in several areas, by using their existing and soon to be operating 
wireless repeater sites, using their recently acquired cable network in Sumas, and installing 
new tower sites to provide increased fixed wireless coverage in remote areas of county, in 
particular East County.    
 
North County.  (Figure A on next page).  Based on surveys completed with the Nooksack 
Valley, Blaine, and Ferndale school districts thus far (the others are in process), some 150 
homes have been identified that can be reached through Pogozone’s existing and newly 
developed repeater sites.  These are homes that indicate they do not have adequate 
bandwidth for online learning.  Pogozone has also identified homes better served by 
landline providers Comcast and Ziply.    
 

In Sumas – Pogozone has identified 27 homes that can be quickly connected to the local 
cable system which Pogozone has just leased on a long term basis.   These could be up and 
running within 2-3 weeks. 
 
East County:    As seen in “C”  below, this new tower site northeast of Peaceful Valley at the 
Quarry has an impressive service coverage area potential to serve areas of Whatcom County 
unserved (or underserved) by current landline service providers.  This tower location can 
reached from Peaceful Valley north to the South Pass Road region with the capacity to reach 
150 to 600 homes.  As can be seen from the density of homes reporting inadequate service, 
the addition of fixed wireless service to this area will significantly improve upon the current 
capacity limits of the wireline services there.    

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1GS9TD02LB-f5FNQIKn2eZKHJ_O9HA17m&usp=sharing
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A.  Green dots show existing PogoZone repeaters with 
service radius of 1 to 5 miles each depending on line-
of-sight.  Red Towers are new and coming online 
within 30 to 60 days, with similar service area sizes 

B.  In this image, dots represent respondents from MBSD 
and NVSD who reported inadequate Internet service; 
green colored house icons represent two clusters of 
Nooksack Tribe homes also in need of connectivity.  

 

 

 
C.   In addition to the Quarry Tower 
possibility, Pogozone is looking at 
adding to an existing tower on 
Stewart Mountain that would 
serve Highway 9 / Acme, including 
many members of the Nooksack 
Tribe.   

 
NOTE TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
 

If you haven’t already, we recommend the following: 
 

▪ Make sure you have a business account set up with each service provider, regardless of 
whether you’ll utilize them.  Comcast, Ziply, PogoZone, AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, 
etc. 

 

▪ Contact PogoZone to understand which households they can serve in your district (they 
have already reviewed Blaine, Nooksack Valley and Mt Baker survey respondents who 
reported inadequate Internet) 

 

▪ Consider your district’s policy of how many mobile hotspots can be provided to a 
household.  And be ready to bend that rule for households who have no other 
connectivity and multiple students.   

 

▪ Hotspot testing.   All districts are being asked to identify sites where the three cellular 
carriers’ devices can be tested.   
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NOTES ON AFFORDABLE OPTIONS 
 

▪ OSPI has issued an RFQ for service providers with the goal of providing affordable 
broadband connection for families who qualify for free and reduced lunch.  OSPI will use 
state managed CARES funding to pay for these service for up to one year.  OSPI is 
expected to award and approve contracts by September.  More to come.   

 

▪ Ziply (formerly Frontier) is working with OSPI to provide service through the state for 
low income households based on free and reduced lunch for a reduced cost service plan.  
Ziply continues to work very cooperatively with Connect Whatcom on where their 
service is available.   They appear ready to make a strong investment in our region.   

 

▪ Comcast is also working with OSPI to provide Internet Essential through OSPI for 
qualifying families.  Comcast’s Internet Essentials at $9.95 is only available to NEW 
customers, not existing customers.  Gina Stark has reached out to the company on this 
issue.   

 
 

Let us hear from you with any ideas, questions or concerns!   
 


